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Agenda

• Supply Chain
• what does that really mean?
• Why do we care?

• It’s really about the total system and total cost
• The risks – what are they?
• How do we mitigate our risks – 

• where do we concentrate our efforts?
• What are some mitigation strategies and tools?

• Wrap Up



Who’s in the Room?



Where are You in the Supply Chain

• How many “you are here” do you have?
• What are your direct connections? – Your Tier 1 Suppliers and Customers
• What is your Total Supply Chain? – Your customer's customers & your Tier 2 & 3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The MEP Supply Chain Optimization Initiative is based on establishing a comprehensive view of the Supply Chain by improving the visibility and responsiveness through all Tiers supporting the Supply Chain.It is also designed to be scalable to any size organization allowing companies to leverage and coordinate throughput improvements at any level of the Supply Chain, whether it is supporting a small to midsized contract manufacturer or a large multi-national OEM….the concepts and tools are applicable.There is also no wrong “point of entry” as companies several Tiers deep in the Supply Chain have effectively utilized the tools and concepts we will be discussing here.



Supply Chains Need Assistance in 12 Areas

Critical
1.Increase Effectiveness of Information
2.Mitigate Global Risks
3.Optimize Supply Chain vs. Develop Individual Suppliers
4.Reduce / Manage Volatility

Highly Important
1.Identify and address choke points in a sustainable manner
2.Document supply chain strategy
3.Align supply chain metrics with long-term business focus
4.Expand supplier capabilities for emergent needs in technology and ability
5.Make Better Total Cost Sourcing Decisions
6.Enhance value chain collaboration among suppliers, Top Tiers, and customers
7.Improve Top Tier-Supplier product development collaboration
8.Recognize the emerging needs for future capabilities

U.S. Supply Chain 
Competitiveness 

Study
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Why Optimize the Supply Chain?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A large percentage of total spend is in the supply chain.  Gaining even fractions of a percentage point in improvements in this area will have a significant impact on the entire organization.



Supply Chain – What does that Really Mean?
• U.S. Direct and Indirect manufacturing 

value added (i.e., manufacturing and 
its domestic supply chain) was $4.278 
trillion in 2019 (NIST AMS 100-49 ). 
(https://doi.org/10.6028/NIST.AMS.100-49) 

• Manufacturing shipments were 
$5.221.3 trillion in 2020, which can be 
broken into several supply chain costs 
(Figure 3.1)

NIST AMS 100-49 : Manufacturing Supply Chain, 
2020(https://doi.org/10.6028/NIST.AMS.100-49) 



Supply Chain Optimization Roadmap

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There isn’t time to talk about all of these today. We will focus on TCO and SC Risk considerations. 
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“Traditional” vs. TCO Decision Making
Total Cost of OwnershipPurchase Cost Only

TCO provides a more Complete & Competitive measurement of
Direct and Indirect Acquisition Costs to aid in Strategic Sourcing Decisions

Total Cost of Ownership of your Supply Chain

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Optimizing the Supply Chain translates to using a TCO methodology. Data is representative. The main point is comparison of purchase costs only does not provide an accurate picture of the economic impact on the enterprise. The purchase price may be accompanied by higher costs for other components of the Total Cost of Ownership, resulting in a higher delivered cost.



• Benefits of Using Total Cost Methodology

o Provides knowledge of both visible and hidden costs

o Understand the true cost of sourcing decisions

o Make better strategic sourcing decisions

o Understand post-award cost drivers (i.e.: quality, 
expediting, oversight)

Implement TCO Methodology

What is “Total Cost of Ownership” (TCO)?
The sum of all visible and hidden costs associated with the acquisition, transportation, storage, 
finance, transactions, and environmental impacts of every activity of the supply chain

Why Implement a TCO Methodology?



Optimization Planning
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What Does TCO Look Like?

• We do not have time today to 
cover all these areas in detail. 

• It is important to think about your 
supply chain at a system level.

Which areas are 
most important 

for your 
business?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TCO:In an effort to get a good picture of the supply chain we must be able to capture all costs at the same place.  This would be a good way to make the best decision of where to source from, how to source it, how many to buy, how often, etc.  If an organization is faced with a dilemma on choosing between multiple scenarios, using a TCO model is a great tool to help determine the best scenario.Some organizations either do not have all the information to be able to make the right decisions or have the information but spread across different competing departments.  Identifying all the information, consolidating it in one place, and finally, quantifying in terms of cost gives the organization an opportunity to make the best decision possible.  The Total Cost of Ownership workshop provides a background for the identification and evaluation of the factors that determine the “real” cost of purchased products and a methodology for comparing multiple sources and methods of transport and warehousing.



Example Screen Shots

Calculating the TCO

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Facilitators Note: This is a tool available through the GENEDGE SCO Risk Management offering.  As with the tools for developing a Supply Chain Strategy and a Risk Management program, there are several Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) tools available. This tool begins with the Piece/Part price and builds the TCO on an on-going basis as more of the actual sourcing costs are discovered.AS WITH EVERYTHING, the cost has assumptions about the process working well – BUT WHAT ABOUT THE RISKS and the COST OF RISKS?? Companies can lose a substantial amount of money – beyond profits!!! If RISKS ARE NOT Documented, Monitored, and Mitigated!!



Focusing on Risk Management

• Risk Management is a component of the 
Total Cost of Ownership

• The Risk Mitigation cost for each supply 
source needs to be added to the Total 
Cost of Ownership

• The cost of risk is often overlooked yet, 
every area contains risk

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Within Supply Chain Optimization, there is a direct link between Supply Chain Risk Management and Total Cost of Ownership.When all of the supply chain risks for a supplier have been identified, the mitigation costs should be considered as a component of the Total Cost of Ownership.AS WITH EVERYTHING, the cost has assumptions about the process working well – BUT WHAT ABOUT THE RISKS and the COST OF RISKS?? Companies can lose a substantial amount of money – beyond profits!!! If RISKS ARE NOT Documented, Monitored, and Mitigated!!



Supply Chain Risk Management Program
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Did you know that ISO 9001 and other certifications require Risk Registers to be developed and maintained?



For every vetted risk event, on a scale of 1 to 10:

1. What is the Severity of the effect on the supply chain of the event 

occurring? 

2. What is the Probability of the event? 

3. Can the event be anticipated by the detection of a Trigger? 

The Risk Scoring Processes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When assessing identified risks, we need to ask four fundamental questions:What is the risk (what can go wrong)?How likely is it that the event will happen (probability)?What is the impact on product and/or users if the event does occur (severity)?How likely are we to be able to detect the potential of an event before it occurs (detectability)?  The less likely we can detect the risk, the more likely it will reach the customer or end user.This relates to the trigger event we select – could be inspection, trends, rates of change.



Example Risk Register Tools

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Facilitators Note: This is a tool available through the GENEDGE SCO Risk Management offering.  There are several Risk Planning workbooks available, many of which require the same, or similar, information.  Here, we will reference the information gathered for the Risk Workbook developed by the MEP system.First, the risks are identified.  Next, a “trigger event” (IF this happens, THEN this is the effect on our business) is developed.  For each risk, a “Value at Risk” is determined along with a mitigation plan for each risk.  Finally, a method to monitor each risk is determined and owners of the monitoring tasks are specified.



Putting a Value to the Risk

• How do you consider this in the price of a product?
• How do you consider this in supply chain decisions?
• Do not discount the non-quantified risks such as preferred customers you have & 

potential lost business (which may or may not be quantified)
• This is part of the TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP



Risk Mitigation Strategies
• Remove the risk source 
• Change the probability of occurrence 
• Change the severity 
• Share or transfer the risk with another party or parties  
• Avoid the risk by deciding not to start or continue with the activity that gives rise 

to the risk

Additionally, the risk may be Accepted, by informed decision; or increased to pursue an 
opportunity

Are cost constraints causing a risk to be accepted with the Hope it won’t happen? 
Do this with your Eyes Wide Open!!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Risk Source: buying from overseas? Remove the import risk by buying stateside.Is your supplier close to capacity? Have a back up source or split the orders. Reduce the probability of schedule risk.Transfer the risk with FBO? Share the risk with buying titanium and having it delivered to the machine house.Avoid the risk: Don’t pick a “lowest piece price” supplier due to their risks. Review the quality requirements. Etc.MONITOR all ACCEPTED Risks – if it moves from minor to medium, address it. Are cost constraints causing a risk to be accepted with the Hope it won’t happen?



Risk Monitoring Example – Supplier Performance

• Ensure supplier audits and scorecards include 
strategic supply chain risk metrics in addition to 
operational metrics

• Evaluate supplier capacity against projected 12-
month demand

• Maintain an alert system for part change 
notifications

• Strive for an environment of supplier 
collaboration and information sharing

• Have a Supplier Evaluation and Supplier 
Performance Program



Back to the System Level

• It is a complex system!
• It is a living / changing system!
• Approach it in Chunks and Bites

• Develop a strategy and plan
• Implement the plan 
• Monitor & measure successes
• Collaborate with your partners

Total Cost of Ownership



Thank you!

Cheryl Carrico
Engagement Manager
ccarrico@GENEDGE.org
276-525-2515

Sam Wolford
Regional Growth Manager
swolford@GENEDGE.org
276-451-5201
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